ENEL: THE SAN PEDRO MEDICAL CENTER PROVIDED SERVICE TO
AROUND 2,300 PEOPLE IN TALARA
●
●

The medical center was implemented by Enel under an agreement with the Peruvian
Health Ministry in order to benefit the people living nearby the Malacas Power Station.
The Country Manager of Enel Perú, José Manuel Revuelta, visited the province in Piura
to supervise the status of the works in healthcare and education within the area.

Piura, March 13th, 2019. – The Country Manager of Enel Perú, José Manuel Revuelta, has
officially inaugurated the San Pedro Medical Center, which began operating in November of
2018 and has provided service to 2,280 people in Talara so far. The facility was implemented
under an agreement with the Peruvian Health Ministry in order to benefit the people living
nearby the Malacas Power Station, which is managed by Enel Generación Piura.
The medical center is located in the Barrio Estibadores Park and provides free service to the
community between 8:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m, while also allowing the patients to sign up for
the Government-provided Healthcare Insurance Program (SIS, by its initials in Spanish).
Furthermore, for many years the corporation has been running three annual medical
campaigns under no charge, providing services such as general medicine, obstetrics,
pediatrics, psychology, ophthalmology and free medication delivery. In 2018, these campaigns
benefited 1,192 people.
Additionally, prevention campaigns against anemia in minors are being undertaken, and a
project known as Vaccinating is Preventing, which goal is to vaccinate children under the age
of five against diverse illnesses, is currently being implemented.
Concerning education, the corporation continues to impulse the growth and improvement of
services of the Santa Elena Educational Institution, which was built in 2004 in the hamlet of
Piedritas and now has 109 students.
“We are firmly committed to improving the quality of life of the communities living nearby our
installations, in line with the Sustainable Development Goals adopted by Enel before the
United Nations. We will carry on forward with these healthcare and educational initiatives in
benefit of the people, fulfilling our role as good citizens within the communities that
accommodate us”, pointed out Revuelta.
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